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ABSTRACT
The locomotor function of the caudal muscle cells of ascidian larvae is identical with that of lower vertebrate somatic striated (skeletal) muscle
fibers, but other features, including the presence of transverse myomuscular
junctions, an active Golgi apparatus, a single nucleus, and partial innervation,
are characteristic of vertebrate myocardial cells.
Seven stages in the development of the compound ascidian Distaplia occidentalis were selected for an ultrastructural study of caudal myogenesis. A timetable
of development and differentiation was obtained from cultures of isolated embryos
in vitro.
The myoblasts of the neurulating embryo are yolky, undifferentiated cells.
They are arranged in two bands between the epidermis and the notochord in the
caudal rudiment and are actively engaged in mitosis.
Myoblasts of the caudate embryo continue to divide and rearrange themselves
into longitudinal rows so that each cell simultaneously adjoins the epidermis and
the notochord. The formation of secretory granules by the Golgi apparatus coincides with the onset of proteid-yolk degradation and the accumulation of glycogen in the ground cytoplasm.
Randomly oriented networks of thick and thin myofilaments appear in the peripheral sarcoplasm of the muscle cells of the c o m m a embryo. Bridges interconnect the thick and thin myofilaments (actomyosin bridges) and the thick myofilaments (H-bridges), but no banding patterns are evident. The sarcoplasmic
reticulum (SR), derived from evaginations of the nuclear envelope, forms intimate
associations (peripheral couplings) with the sarcolemma.
Precursory Z-lines are interposed between the networks of myofilaments in the
uesicutate embryo, and the nascent myofibrils become predominantly oriented
parallel to the long axis of the muscle cell.
Muscle cells of the papittate embryo contain a single row of cortical myofibrils.
Myofibrils, already spanning the length of the cell, grow only in diameter by the
apposition of myofilaments. The formation of transverse myomuscular junctions
begins at this stage, but the differentiating junctions are frequently oriented
obliquely rather than orthogonally to the primary axes of the myofibrils.
With the appearance of H-bands and M-lines, a single perforated sheet of
sarcoplasmic reticulum is found centered on the Z-line and embracing the I-band.
The sheet of SR establishes peripheral couplings with the sarcolemma.
In the prehatching tadpole, a second collar of SR, centered on the M-line and
extending laterally to the boundaries with the A-bands, is formed. A single perforated sheet surrounds the myofibril but is discontinuous at the side of the myofibril
most distant from the sarcolemma. To produce the intricate architecture of the
fully differentiated collar in the swimming tadpole (J. Morph., 138: 349, 1972),
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the free ends of the sheet must elevate from the surface of the myofibril, recurve,
and extend peripherally toward the sarcolemma to establish peripheral couplings.
Morphological changes in the nucleus, nucleolus, mitochondria, and Golgi
bodies are described, as well as changes in the ground cytoplasmic content of
yolk, glycogen, and ribosomes.
The volume of the differentiating cells, calculated from the mean cellular dimensions, and analyses of cellular shape are presented, along with schematic diagrams of cells in each stage of caudal myogenesis. In an attempt to quantify the
differences observed ultrastructurally, calculations of the cytoplasmic volume
occupied by the mqjor classes of organelles are included.
Comparison is made with published accounts on differentiating vertebrate
somatic striated and cardiac muscles.

The location and locomotor function of
striated muscle cells from larval ascidians
are similar to those of vertebrate somatic
striated (skeletal) muscle fibers. In other
characteristics, including the mononucleate condition, the presence of transverse
myomuscular junctions, numerous close
junctions, an active Golgi apparatus, and
incomplete innervation, they resemble cardiac muscle cells of vertebrates.
A fine structural analysis of the fully
differentiated larval caudal muscle cells of
Distaplia occidentalis constituted the initial report in this series (Cavey and Cloney,
'72). The two larval muscle bands are each
composed of about 750 flattened cells arranged in longitudinal rows between the
epidermis and the notochord. In each cell,
a single nucleus resides in the endoplasm
along with numerous mitochondria, a small
Golgi body, putative primary lysosomes,
proteid-yolk inclusions, and large amounts
of glycogen. Myofibrils and the sarcoplasmic reticulum are confined to the peripheral sarcoplasm. The myofibrils are discrete along most of their length but branch
near the tapered ends of the cell, producing
a Felderstruktur or field of myofilaments.
Myofibrils originate and terminate at specialized intercellular junctional complexes
oriented orthogonally to their primary axes.
A T-tubular system is absent, but numerous peripheral couplings between the sarcolemma and cisternae of the sarcoplasmic
reticulum are present on all cellular surfaces. Cisternae coupled to the sarcolemma
are continuous with transverse collars of
sarcoplasmic reticulum which encircle the
myofibrils at each I-band and H-band. Two
or three longitudinal tubules are confluent
with consecutive transverse collars.
The fine structure of the caudal muscle

cells in six embryonic stages of development of Distaplia occidentalis is described
in this report. In a n attempt to quantify
the cellular differentiation observed on the
levels of the light and electron microscopes,
morphometric analyses of the volumes occupied by the major classes of organelles
are provided.
Special attention is given to the assembly
of myofibrils, the differentiation of transverse myomuscular junctions, the investment of myofibrils by sarcoplasmic reticulum, the formation of peripheral couplings,
and the elaboration of close junctions between sarcolemmata.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Specimens and cultures
Colonies of Distaplia occidentalis Bancroft (1899) were collected from the floating docks at Snug Harbor, Sail Juan Island,
Washington, and maintained in running
sea water aquaria a t the Friday Harbor
Laboratories of the University of Washington. Embryos in all stages of development
were obtained by gently shredding a colony with forceps in a culture dish containing filtered sea water. Embryos released
from torn brood sacs were washed two or
three times with Millipore-filtered sea
water to remove the debris from the operation. The culture dish was floated in the
aquarium or held on ice until the embryos
were used.
Swimming tadpoles that had escaped
from mature colonies were pipetted from
the aquaria directly into the fixative solutions.
To obtain a timetable for embryonic
development, 24 cultures containing single
embryos were established in polyethylene
chambers and maintained at 13 I+ 1"C.
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Millipore-filtered sea water containing 250
mg of streptomycin sulfate B per liter was
used as the culture medium. The culture
medium in the chambers was changed once
daily. Five culture chambers contained uncleaved eggs excised from brood sacs to
insure that they were fertilized, and the remainder contained embryos of various ages.
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to five minutes each in aqueous solutions
of uranyl acetate and lead citrate (Reynolds, '63) at room temperature.
Ultrastructural demonstration of glycogen in thin sections was achieved with the
periodic acid - thiosemicarbazide - osmium
(PATO) staining method, adhering to the
recommendations of Vye and Fischman
('71). Only glycogen was stained by this
method, and it could be enzymatically extracted from the sections by incubation
in crude a-amylase at 37°C for three hours
following the brief oxidation in the periodic acid. The specificity of the method was
also evaluated with incomplete staining
reactions: (1) distilled water was substituted for the 1 % aqueous periodic acid and
(2) 25% acetic acid was substituted for
the 1% thiosemicarbazide in 25% acetic
acid. Glycogen granules were also distinguished from ribosomes in thin sections
stained only with uranyl acetate. Since
glycogen is intensely stained by the lead
hydroxide (Revel et al., '60) or lead citrate
(Reynolds, '63) used as a counterstain to
uranyl acetate, omission of the lead stain
resulted in the glycogen granules being
less electron dense than the intermingled
ribosomes.
Electron micrographs were made with
a Philips EM 300 electron microscope operated at 60 KV. The electron microscope
was calibrated with a carbon grating replica of 28,800 lineslinch.

Preparation of s p e c i m e n s and microscopy
Specimens were fixed with one of two
fixative combinations: (1) 2 % osmium tetroxide buffered by 1.25% sodium bicarbonate at pH 7.2 or 7.4 for one hour in an
ice bath (Wood and Luft, '65) or (2) 2 %
glutaraldehyde in 0.2 M sodium cacodylate
buffer (adjusted to 870 or 960 milliosmols
with sucrose and containing 50 parts per
million of unpurified ruthenium red) at
pH 7.4 or 7.6 for three to six hours at room
temperature (Cavey and Cloney, '72), followed by postfixation with bicarbonate-buffered osmium as specified above.
Following fixation with osmium, the
specimens were rinsed in distilled water,
dehydrated in a graded series of ethanol at
room temperature, transferred through
propylene oxide, and embedded in Epon
(Luft, '61).
All embryos and larvae were carefully
oriented on aluminum slugs before sectioning. One-micron sections for light microscopy were cut with glass knives on a PorterBlum MT-1 ultramicrotome. Sections were
stained with a mixture of azure I1 and
M e a s u r e m e n t s of cellular d i m e n s i o n s
methylene blue in 0.5% sodium borate
Measurements of cellular height and
(Richardson et al., '60) or with the periodic
acid-Schiff (PAS) reaction after removal of width were assembled exclusively from
the epoxy resin (Cavey and Cloney, '72). light micrographs of transverse (1 p) secAll sections were mounted in high-viscosity tions. Measurements of cellular length were
collected from light and electron microimmersion oil.
Sections for electron microscopy were graphs of thick (1 p) and thin (600 A) seccut with a Du Pont diamond knife on a tions, respectively. In cells with formed
Porter-Blum MT-2B ulpamicrotome at myofibrils, sections were selected in which
thicknesses of 400-700 A, as judged from the myofibrils spanned the entire length
the interference colors of the sections. Sec- of the cell without leaving the plane of sections were collected on 200- and 300-mesh tion. The distance between the terminal
grids or on Parlodion-supported, carbon- transverse cellular boundaries was meacoated 75- or 100 X 300-mesh grids. Seri- sured, and the accuracy of the measureal thin sections, when necessary for in- ments was checked against the same disterpretation of the tissye, were cut at tances measured on electron micrographs
thicknesses of 700-900 A and transferred of low magnification. The mean values
to carbon-coated 75-mesh grids (etched from the two sources are similar. In myowith concentrated nitric acid to reduce the blasts and differentiating muscle cells that
diameter of the grid bars) or slot grids. have no myofibrils or incompletely formed
Thin sections were doubly stained for three myofibrils, greater reliance had to be placed
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on the accurate orientation of the specimen on the microtome slug. Wide extracellular spaces between myoblasts and differentiating caudal muscle cells assisted
in making accurate measurements from
the light micrographs.
The cytoplasmic volume of presumptive
or definitive muscle cells was calculated
from the mean values of cellular length,
height, and width as determined above.
The mean lengths obtained from the electron micrographs were used in the calculations since higher magnification and better
resolution were afforded. It was assumed
that the cells have rectilinear proportions
so that a simple mathematical equation
(Volume = Length X Height X Width)
could be used to calculate volume. In cells
with slightly irregular surfaces, the assumption of rectilinearity introduces no
serious error into the computations. If,
however, the cells are assuming the truncated, laterally flattened, fusiform shape
of the fully differentiated caudal muscle
cell (Cavey and Cloney, '72), the assumption of rectilinearity results in the calculated volumes being larger than the true
cellular volumes, and the error is progressively greater as the final differentiated
state is attained.

Calculations of organellar v o l u m e s
Organelles change in number, relative
size, and distribution in the seven stages of
caudal myogenesis examined. Change in
number and change in relative size are reflected in the percentage of the cellular
volume which is occupied by each class of
organelles. Knowing the approximate number and the general distribution of an organelle, the volume of cytoplasm occupied
can be calculated with standard mathematical formulae for the volumes of spheres,
hemispheres, ellipsoids, solid cylinders,
and hollow cylinders. The total volume occupied by each class of organelles can then
be expressed as a percentage of the total
volume occupied by all classes of organelles
in order to compare cells in different stages
of myogenesis. (The total volume occupied
by all classes of organelles and the ground
cytoplasm should be comparable to the cellular volume which was calculated from
the mean values of cellular length, height,
and width.)

The mean size and approximate number
of organelles were determined from electron
micrographs of low magnification prepared
for each stage of cellular differentiation.
The following considerations were taken
into account:
1. Discrete, membrane-bounded organelles (nucleus, mitochondria, yolk granules, lysosomes, and endoplasmic and sarcoplasmic reticula) with no intervening
ground cytoplasm permit the most accurate
estimations of volume.
2. Non-discrete organelles (myofibrils
and Golgi apparatus) have intervening
ground cytoplasm. The excess volume was
excluded by multiplying the uncorrected
volume by a factor representing the fraction of cytoplasm actually occupied. Correction factors were obtained from electron
micrographs of higher magnification than
those used to make the original estimation
of volume. Excess cytoplasm contained
within the organelles was tabulated in the
category ground cytoplasm. The correction
factor for the myofibrils was 0.4, and the
correction factor for the Golgi apparatus
was 0.5.
3. Particulate organelles (nucleolus, free
and bound ribosomes, and glycogen particles) are dispersed in nucleoplasm or
ground cytoplasm. Correction factors were
obtained from electron micrographs where
the concentration of particles per unit
area could be adequately assessed. After
multiplication of the uncorrected volumes
by the correction factors, the excess volume
dispersed among the ribosomes and glycogen granules was added to the category
ground cytoplasm, and the excess nucleoplasm in the nucleolus was added to the
volume of the nucleus. Correction factors
for the particulate organelles are dependent on the stage of caudal myogenesis under consideration: nucleolus - 0.7 for
stage I, 0.6 for stages 11-IV, and 0.8 for
stages V-VII; ribosomes - 0.1 for stages
I-IV and VI-VII and 0.2 for stage V; and
glycogen granules -0.0 for stages 1-11,
0.1 for stage 111, 0.2 for stage IV, 0.7 for
stage V, and 0.8 for stages VI-VII. (For a
description of the seven embryonic and larval stages of development, designated by
Roman numerals in the preceding list, consult the following subsection on embryology.)

LARVAL ASCIDIAN CAUDAL MUSCLE. 11.
OBSERVATIONS

Embryology
Embryos of Distaplia occidentalis develop within a specialized brood sac that appears as a posterior outgrowth of the atrial
cavity of the reproductive zooid (Bancroft,
1899). A timetable of embryonic development under controlled temperature is presented in table 1, where those stages contributing to this study of caudal myogenesis are designated by Roman numerals
(I-VII). A brief description of each of the
seven stages follows.
Neurulating embryo: Stage I o f caudal
myogenesis (fig. 10)
The neural groove of the neurulating
embryo is closed anteriorly, and the presumptive muscle cells (myoblasts) are segregated into two bands beneath the epidermis in the caudal rudiment.
Caudate embryo: Stage II of caudal
myogenesis (fig. 12)
The neural groove of the caudate embryo
is completely closed and the myoblasts are
dividing, as determined from the mitotic
division figures seen in thick Epon sections
TABLE 1

Timetable of embryonic development at 13 k I O C
for Distaplia occidentalis
No. of
cultures

Stage of embryogenesis

Time
(hrs)

Range

Uncleaved egg
Two cells
Four cells
Eight cells
Sixteen cells
Early blastula
Late blastula
Early gastrula
Mid-gastrula
Late gastrula
Neurulating
embryo (I)
Caudate
embryo (11)
Comma embryo
( W
Vesiculate
embryo (IV)
P apill ate
embryo (V)
Pr eh atching
tadpole (VI)
Swimming
tadpole (VII)

0
26
52
79
105
132
159
183
209
236

-

52- 53
77- 84
103-111
130-139
155-168
179-192
205-219
232-246

256

251-267

3

282

277-294

7

332

324-348

10

381

370399

11

453

442471

11

581

566-603

9

664

647-687

6

(hrs)

-

5
4
4
5
6
5
5

3
3
4
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under the compound microscope. The
length of the tail is less than one-third the
circumference of the trunk. The trunk
superficially appears undifferentiated, but
paired ectoderrnal sacs (rudiments of the
peribranchial cavities) are present.
Comma embryo: Stage Ill of caudal
myogenesis (fig. 14)
The length of the tail of the comma embryo is one-third to one-half the circumference of the trunk. The frequency of mitotic division figures among the muscle-forming cells is very low. The elongating tail is
situated in a shallow ventral groove of the
trunk. The developing notochord is allantoid in form and composed of an aggregation of discoidal cells.
Vesiculate embryo: Stage IV of caudal
myogenesis (fig. 19)
The two muscle bands of the vesiculate
embryo are approximately two-thirds of
their final length. The tail begins a 90"
rotation at its base, reorienting the dorsal
caudal tissues to the left side of the trunk
and the ventral caudal tissues to the right
side. Intercellular accumulations of matrix
appear between the notochordal cells,
marking the onset of the transition of the
notochord from a column of discoidal cells
into a hollow supportive cylinder (Cloney,
'64). There is ultrastructural evidence for
the initial deposition of tunic on the apical
surfaces of the epidermal cells. An indentation marking the position of the future
sensory vesicle is located in the posterodorsal region of the trunk.
Papillate embryo: Stage V of caudal
myogenesis (fig. 23)
The notochord of the papillate embryo is
a hollow cylinder. In the trunk, the nascent
adhesive papillae are prominent, the ocellus and otolith are differentiating in the
sensory vesicle, and the primordia of the
paired atrial siphons and the single branchial siphon become elevated. Test cells,
released from the cortical ooplasm into
the perivitelline space after fertilization,
are found in close contact with the tunic.
The test cells apparently secrete granules
which ornament the surface of the larval
tunic (M. J. Cavey and R. A. Cloney, unpublished observations).
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Prehatching tadpole: Stage VI of caudal
myogenesis (fig. 30)
Contractions of the caudal muscle bands
are pronounced and may assist the prehatching tadpole in breaking out of the
chorion when ready to hatch. The rudiment of the branchial basket is perforated,
and an endostyle is located along the future ventral side of the basket. The alimentary tract is fully differentiated, and
the heart contracts rhythmically near the
loop of the intestine. A posterior cavity in
the trunk is formed and will receive the
axial complex (muscle bands, notochord,
nerve cord, and endodermal strand) when
the swimming tadpole undergoes metamorphosis (Cloney, '72).

boundaries of the presumptive muscle
bands. The cellular length diminishes s o m what in comparison with myoblasts of the
neurulating embryo (I).
A difference between cells in the dorsal- or ventral-most part of the muscle
bands and the cells in the medial region of
the bands is first noticed in the measurements of cells of the comma embryo (111).
The height of the medial cells (H/W = 3.9:
1) is greater than the height of the dorsal
or ventral cells (H/W = 2.6: 1); conversely,
the width of the medial cells is less than
that of the dorsal or ventral cells. The
cellular length is essentially unchanged
in comparison with myoblasts of the caudate embryo (11). The difference in mean
dimensions is further expressed in muscle
S w i m m i n g tadpole: Stage V l l of caudal
cells of the vesiculate embryo (IV). The
dorsal and ventral cells of the muscle bands
myog enesis
Upon hatching, the swimming tadpole are more flattened (H/W = 5.2:l) than the
possesses two fully differentiated bands of medial cells (H/W = 2.6: l), and the cellucaudal muscle, one on each side of the lar length has doubled.
In muscle cells of the papillate embryo
notochord. A fine structural examination
of the caudal muscle cells (Cavey and Clo- (V), the ratios of height to width for the
ney, '72) and detailed descriptions of the dorsal and ventral cells (5.0:l) and for the
other caudal tissues (Cloney, '72) are pro- medial cells (2.4: 1) have slightly diminished, but the cellular length has marvided elsewhere.
Hereafter, the embryonic or larval no- ginally increased. Muscle cells of the premenclature will be followed by parentheti- hatching tadpole (VI) are unchanged in
cal Roman numerals indicating the stage length, but the height to width ratios for
the dorsal and ventral cells (5.3:l) and for
of caudal myogenesis.
the medial cells (1.9:l) continue to diChanges in cellular dimensions and
verge.
volzcm e
The fully differentiated muscle cells of
The dimensions of the presumptive and the swimming tadpole (VII) are longer than
definitive caudal muscle cells were ob- the cells of the prehatching tadpole (VI).
tained from light and electron micrographs The dorsal and ventral cells still exhibit a
of thick- and thin-sectioned tissue. The moderately large height to width ratio
measurements and statistical analyses of (3.3:1), while the ratio for the medial cells
them are presented in table 2. Data on the (0.9:l) becomes less than unity.
fully differentiated caudal muscle cells of
It is possible to calculate the mean celthe swimming tadpole (VII) are tabulated lular volume at each stage of caudal myogenesis by using the mean cellular dimenelsewhere (Cavey and Cloney, '72).
Myoblasts of the neurulating embryo sions given in table 2 and by assuming that
(I) have similar heights and similar widths the cells have rectilinear proportions (table
regardless of position within the presump- 3). The mean cellular volume is plotted as
tive muscle bands. The ratio of mean cel- a function of the stage of caudal myogenlular height to mean cellular width (H/W) esis (embryonic age) in figure 1. The mean
is 3.3:l. Myoblasts of the caudate embryo volume declines from stage I to stage 111.
(11) also have similar heights and similar The time span encompassed by these stages
widths regardless of position within the is a period of mitotic activity, and a debands. The ratio of mean height to mean crease in volume would be expected. The
width averages 3.8:1, and the increased mean cellular volume increases between
height reflects the movement of myoblasts stage 111 and stage IV, and there are small
into positions permitting them to contact increases in volume in successive stages.
both the epidermal and the notochordal Although the small increases in volume
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TABLE 2

Dimensions of differentiuting caudal m u s c l e cells

All cells:
Length

Length

1

2

I
I1
111
IV
V
VI

Neurulating embryo
Caudate embryo
Comma embryo
Vesiculate embryo
Papillate embryo
Prehatching tadpole

13.0
9.3
10.5
19.2
25.0
22.9

t 1.5
f 1.1

I

Neurulating embryo
Caudate embryo
Comma embryo
Vesiculate embryo
Papillate embryo
Prehatching tadpole

12.2
9.7
9.1
21.3
23.1
22.1

k 1.1

Neurulating embryo
Caudate embryo
Comma embryo
Vesiculate embryo
Papillate embryo
Prehatching tadpole

32.4
37.2

I1
111
IV
V
VI
Dorsal and ventral cells:
Height 3
I
I1
111
IV
V
VI
Width

3

Medial cells:
Height 3

10.8-16.3
7.6-12.3
8.1-12.8
14.9-27.6
14.2-32.3
13.4-2 7.8

50
50
50
50
50
50

f 0.7
f 0.5

10.7-14.9
8.2-1 1.2
8.2-10.2
19.1-22.7
21.7-26.2
21.4-24.3

50
50
50
50
50
50

f 1.5
& 1.0
t 1.6
1.9
f 1.2
-C 1.7

28.5-34.3
31.6-39.6
17.3-25.4
20.2-24.9
17.4-25.0
18.8-27.0

50
50
50
50
50
50

i 1.4
+- 1.2
1.4
f 0.8

7.7-13.2
7.8-12.4
4.0-1 0.4
3.4- 6.4
2.2- 4.6
3.8- 5.9

50
50
50
50
50
50

f 1.1
f 2.1
f2.2
f 2.0

f 0.7
f 0.8
? 0.8

*

23.4

9.9

I
I1
111
IV
V
VI

Ncurulating embryo
Caudate embryo
Comma embryo
Vesiculate embryo
Papillate embryo
Prehatching tadpole

9.9
7.7
4.3
4.3
4.4

I

Neurulating embryo

32.2

f 1.4

I1
I11
IV

Caudate embryo
Comma embryo
Vesiculate embryo
Papillate embryo
Prehatching tadpole

9.6
6.2
6.1
6.2
7.2

f 1.2
2 1.6

V
VI

*

* 0.2

f0.2

f 0.8
f 0.3
f 1.5
...

- .-

I
_

I
?
I'

28.9-34.8

50

7.6-12.5
2.7- 9.3
4.7- 7.9
3.9- 7.5
4.7-11.1

__

.

. ...-

50
50
50
50
50
-

Measurements from light micrographs of longitudinal swrions.
Measurements fium electron micrographsof longitudinal s e c t i m s
Measurements from light micrographsof hansverse sections.

from stage IV through stage VII may be
real, they could also be accounted for by
the error introduced into the calculations
by the assumption that cells have rectilinear proportions. The assumption is most
applicable to cells in stages 1-111. In later
stages, each cell assumes the shape of a
flattened, truncated spindle with stepped,
subterminal surfaces (Cavey and Cloney,
'72), and the assumed rectilinearity introduces progressively greater amounts of error into the calculations as the final state

of differentiation is attained. There may
be no significant change in cellular volume from stage IV to stage VII.
Changes in cellular shape, position,
and distribution of
organelles
Neurulating embryo (I) (figs. 2, 11)
The myoblasts of the neurulating embryo are situated in two bands composed of
two or three layers. The bands, enveloped
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TABLE 3

Volumes of differentiating caudal muscle cells
Stage
Description

I

I1
I11
IV
V
VI

I
I1
111
IV

V
VI

Mean
volume

Range

tP3)

(11.3)

1.2

Dorsal and ventral cells
Neurulating embryo
3913
Caudate embryo
3572
Comma embryo
1422
2033
Vesiculate embryo
2136
Papillate embryo
Prehatching tadpole
2275

2915-5095
28344410
978-1973
1457-2716
1864-2431
1969-2609

Medial cells
Neurulating embryo
3811
Caudate embryo
3455
Comma embryo
1365
Vesiculate embryo
2092
Papillate embryo
2077
Prehatching tadpole
2212

28724916
2706-4313
882-1796
1684-2533
1797-2382
1514-3028

1 Mean cellular dimensions from table 2 were substituted into the equation for the volume of a regular solid
(Volume = Length X Height X Width). The possible
error introduced into the calculations by the assumption
of rectilinearity is discussed in the text.
2 The range of cellular volumes within one standard
deviation on either side of the mean cellular dimensions
(table 2) is displayed.

by an external lamina, flank the notochord
and lie beneath the yolky epidermal cells of
the caudal rudiment. All cells have a low
columnar profile, and the plasmalemmata
are moderately convoluted. Small junctional complexes, unique to the mitotic
myoblasts and structurally dissimilar to the
close junctions between definitive caudal
muscle cells, are observed between the
plasmalemmata of apposed digitate filopodia from adjacent cells. Proteid-yolk granules of variable size and shape occupy most
of the cellular volume, displacing the nucleus to the peripheral cytoplasm. The large
spherical nucleus has a fine layer of condensed chromatin on the inner membrane
of its envelope. Annulate lamellae and three
or four prominent nucleoli are dispersed
in the nucleoplasm. The cytoplasmic surface of the outer membrane of the nuclear
envelope is studded with polysomes, and
evaginations of this membrane are continuous with cisternae of rough-surfaced endoplasmic reticulum (ER). A few small
mitochondria with simple cristae lie subadjacent to the nucleus and in the ground
cytoplasm between the yolk granules. Two
or three Golgi bodies, each consisting of
four to seven flattened cisternae, commonly
occur; the forming faces are usually direct-

ed toward the nucleus, but there are no
visible secretory granules. The ground cytoplasm contains a minute amount of glycogen and a moderate number of free ribosomes and polysomes. A pair of centrioles
is typically located either in a small cellular outpocketing near the nucleus or between the nucleus and one of the Golgi
bodies.

Caudate embryo (11) (figs. 3, 13)
The myoblasts of the caudate embryo
undergo mitotic divisions and become reoriented so that each cell adjoins both the
epidermis and the notochord. Many slender
filopodia extend from the myoblasts as
they become rearranged within the presumptive muscle bands; microtubules in
the filopodia lie parallel to the axis of cellular elongation. As the myoblasts assume
a tall columnar configuration, numerous
junctional complexes typifying the presumptive caudal muscle cells arise between
the convoluted plasmalemmata. Like the
myoblasts of the neurulating embryo (I),
proteid-yolk granules occupy a major portion of the cellular volume. The ovoid
nucleus is displaced either toward the epidermal or toward the notochordal pole of
the cell by the yolk inclusions. Three or
four nucleoli and long segments of annulate lamellae are observed in the nucleoplasm. The ongoing evagination of the nuclear envelope produces a perinuclear zone
of rough-surfaced ER. A few mitochondria
are situated near the nucleus; these organelles have grown slightly in diameter but
have not changed in their ultrastructural
complexity. The presence of electron dense
material in the cisternae, vesicles, and associated vacuoles of the Golgi bodies indicates that the organelles are active in
synthesis. The forming faces of the Golgi
bodies are randomly directed. The first indications of the degradation of yolk granules coincide with the signs of secretory
activity in the Golgi bodies. The ground
cytoplasm contains little glycogen, except
in regions immediate to degrading proteidyolk granules. The concentration of free
ribosomes and polysomes is increasing.
Comma embryo (111) (figs. 4 , 15)
After adjoining the boundaries of the
epidermis and the notochord, the differentiating muscle cells of the comma embryo
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begin to elongate parallel to the long axis
of the tail. The plasmalemmata, now appropriately called the sarcolemmata, are
irregularly infolded but to a lesser degree
than in myoblasts of either the neurulating
embryo (I) or the caudate embryo (11). A
few close junctions join abutting muscle
cells. Proteid-yolk reserves are greatly depleted, and the remaining yolk granules
are restricted to the apical and basal parts
of a cell. The nucleus assumes a central
position within the sarcoplasm, and its envelope becomes indented. Annulate lamellae
disappear from the nucleoplasm, and only
one or two nucleoli remain. Mitochondria
are widely dispersed throughout the sarcoplasm, and their cristae begin to anastomose. A single Golgi body (occasionally
two) is situated close to the nucleus and
directed away from it. The Golgi body is
actively engaged in packaging secretory
granules, and numerous granules lie in
proximity to the remaining yolk granules.
With no indications of exocytosis, the secretory granules may be primary lysosomes;
such granules will hereafter be referred to
as putative primary lysosomal (PPL) granules. The degradation of yolk granules
parallels the increase of glycogen in the
ground sarcoplasm, but free and bound
ribosomes still predominate.
Thick and thin myofilaments (presumably myosin and actin filaments) are synthesized in the peripheral sarcoplasm. Although joined to each other, the thick and
thin myofilaments display no sarcomeric
bands. Networks of myofilaments occur in
random orientations.
Rough-surfaced sarcoplasmic reticulum
(SR) resides in the central region of a cell,
and short segments of it are also common
in the peripheral sarcoplasm within the
differentiating field of myofilaments. Intimate associations (peripheral couplings)
between the sarcolemma and cisternae of
smooth-surfaced SR (subsarcolemmal cisternae) are established. Cisternae in close
association with the sarcolemma are devoid of ribosomes, however segments farther
removed may retain them.
Vesicvlate embryo (IV) (figs. 5, 20)
The differentiating muscle cells of the
vesiculate embryo are enlarging. The height
and width of the cells are about equivalent
to those of the comma embryo (111), but the
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cellular length has doubled. As cells begin
to assume their definitive configuration,
the terminal cellular boundaries of neighboring cells interdigitate, possibly as a prelude to the establishment of the stepped,
subterminal, lateral cellular surfaces characteristic of the fully differentiated caudal
muscle cells (Cavey and Cloney, '72). Apposed sarcolemmata are separated by a
slightly irregular extracellular space. Close
junctions proliferate and grow in circumference, and the separation between sarcolemmata is constant in these regions. The
fine layer of condensed chromatin beneath
the inner membrane of the nuclear envelope and one or two nucleoli are retained.
Yolk reserves of the cell are contained
within a few massive granules and numerous smaller granules dispersed in the
ground sarcoplasm. Mitochondria exhibit
an increasingly complex pattern of anastomosing cristae, and each cell contains a
single, synthetically active, Golgi body
whose forming face is directed toward the
nascent field of myofilaments in the peripheral sarcoplasm. The number of PPL
granules in the vicinity of the Golgi body
and in the proximity of the remaining yolk
granules is noticeably larger than in the
preceding stages of caudal myogenesis.
Continued degradation of proteid-yolk is
associated with the increase of glycogen
in the sarcoplasm. Glycogen granules are
usually discrete, but some are aggregated
into rosettes. Free ribosomes and polysomes
remain plentiful.
The striking feature of the muscle cell
is the differentiating field of myofilaments.
The networks of myofilaments are joined
end-to-end and oriented roughly parallel
to the long axis of the cell, a short distance
beneath the sarcolemma. The orderly arrangement of myofilaments coincides with
the appearance of precursory Z-lines which
demarcate the sarcomeric I-bands. The
alignment of overlapping thick and thin
myofilaments in the A-band is insufficient
to clearly delimit either the H-band or the
M-line. Additional thick and thin myofilaments are added to the periphery of the
myofibrils which span the entire length of
the cell, There is no evidence of the formation of transverse myomuscular junctions.
Thin myofilaments from the terminal sarcomeres frequently contact the sarcolemma.
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Membranes of the sarcoplasmic reticulum in the peripheral sarcoplasm bear few
attached ribosomes. Rough-surfaced SR is
prevalent in the endoplasm. The arrangement of sarcoplasmic reticulum in the differentiating field of myofilaments is unordered, but peripheral couplings between
the sarcolemma and cisternae of SR continue to form. Peripheral couplings are restricted to stretches of the sarcolemma not
involved in the formation of close junctions.

faced. The sarcoplasmic reticulum begins
to invest the myofibrils. A single, perforated
sheet of SR, centered on the Z-line and extending laterally to the boundaries with
the A-band, is detectable. A second sheet,
centered on the M-line and embracing the
H-band, is beginning to envelop the center
of the sarcomere. Peripheral couplings are
usually situated closer to the Z-lines than
to the M-lines, indicating a temporal separation between formation of the reticular
collars in the two sarcomeric positions.

Papillate embryo (V) (figs. 6,24,27)
The subterminal, lateral surfaces of the
differentiating muscle cells of the papillate
embryo are forming into steps which will
be the loci of the transverse myomuscular
junctions. The cellular length, height, and
width are essentially unchanged in comparison with the cells of the vesiculate embryo (IV). The sarcolemmata are nearly
parallel to each other, and close junctions
in various stages of differentiation are
found between membranes of laterally apposed cells. An irregularly indented, elongate nucleus with only a single nucleolus
occupies the central endoplasm; numerous
PPL granules are scattered among the few
remaining yolk inclusions. A single Golgi
body, situated close to the nucleus, is directed toward the peripheral field of myofilaments. Large mitochondria of irregular
diameter occupy a greater portion of the
cellular volume, and they are characterized
by serpentine anastomosing cristae. Small,
localized accumulations of glycogen granules and of ribosomes impart a patchy appearance to the ground sarcoplasm. The
glycogen granules are aggregated into
small rosettes and occupy a volume that is
almost equivalent to that occupied by the
ribosomes.
A new feature of the field of myofilaments is the presence of myomuscular junctions at the transverse cellular boundaries
on the lateral, subterminal and terminal
surfaces. The orientation of many of these
junctions is initially oblique to the primary
axes of the myofibrils. Better alignment of
the overlapping thick and thin myofilaments in the A-bands produces distinct
H-bands and M-lines.
The amount of rough-surfaced SR is
declining, especially from the endoplasm.
Reticular membranes in the peripheral sarcoplasm are almost entirely smooth-sur-

Prehatching tadpole (VI) (figs. 7 , 31, 38)
The muscle cells of the prehatching tadpole have stepped, subterminal, lateral
surfaces that are nearly identical to those
of cells in the swimming tadpole (VII). The
cellular dimensions are comparable to those
of the papillate embryo (V). Close junctions
between sarcolemmata continue to differentiate. The elongate nucleus frequently
abuts on the sarcolemma; a single, bipartite nucleolus is contained in the nucleoplasm. The polysomes bound to the outer
membrane of the nuclear envelope began
to disappear in the papillate embryo (V),
and their loss from the envelope is now almost complete. The remaining proteidyolk granules are in various stages of degradation. A synthetically active Golgi body
is associated with each muscle cell of the
prehatching tadpole and the swimming tadpole (VII). Additional degradation of yolk
enhances the patchy appearance of the
ground sarcoplasm, and glycogen granules
now occupy more of the cytoplasmic volume than do the ribosomes. Glycogen particles are aggregated into multigranular
rosettes. Large mitochondria are excluded
from the peripheral sarcoplasm by the myofibrils and are arranged in one to three,
closely packed layers in the endoplasm.
Myofibrils of the peripheral field have
well defined sarcomeric bands. Investment
of the center of the sarcomere with sarcoplasmic reticulum progresses, and a complete, although single, layer of SR overlies
the H-band. Peripheral couplings near the
H-bands are infrequently observed. The
majority of myomuscular junctions are
othogonal to the primary axes of the myofibrils.
Swimming tadpole (VII)
For a fine structural examination of the
differentiated caudal muscle cells of the
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swimming tadpole and a schematic diagram of typical cells, consult Cavey and
Cloney ('72).

Absolute and relative volumes of
cellular organelles
The state of differentiation of the ascidian caudal muscle cells can be expressed in
terms of the cytoplasmic volume that is occupied by the various classes of organelles
and inclusions dispersed in ground cytoplasm. Estimations of the absolute and relative volumes of the major organelles have
been calculated from electron micrographs,
and the basic data for the seven stages of
caudal myogenesis are contained in table 4.
The absolute cytoplasmic volume occupied by each class of organelles is plotted
as a function of the stage of caudal myogenesis (embryonic age) in figure 8. The nucleus, nucleoli, ribosomes, and yolk granules
decline in absolute amount as cellular dif-

ferentiation proceeds. Glycogen granules,
mitochondria, and myofilaments increase
in absolute amount. The endoplasmic and
sarcoplasmic reticula and putative primary
lysosomes rise and fall in absolute amount.
Change in the absolute volume of the Golgi
complex cannot be assessed from the graph
because of its small volume; the absolute
volume rises to a maximum in the caudate
embryo (11), then declines, and is relatively
constant in stages V-VII of caudal myogenesis.
Although the change in absolute volumes
of organelles offers some indication of the
state of cellular differentiation, it should
be emphasized that the cells undergo abrupt
changes in volume during the process (fig.
1, table 3 ) . Subtle, and possibly significant,
changes in the volume of organelles may
be masked by the change in cellular volume. The relative amount of organelles,
therefore, may provide the most reliable

TABLE 4

A p p r o x i m a t e c y t o p l a s m i c v o l u m e occupied b y classes of organelles

1

Stage of caudal myogenesis
Class of organelles

I

Nucleus

P3

%

Nucleolus

P3

%

Mitochondria

P3

Myofilaments

P3
O/o

9%

Yolk inclusions
Golgi apparatus
Endoplasmic
reticulum

P3

%
P3
%

Y3

76

111

rI

120
2.9
22
0.5
92
2.1
0
0.0
2346
55.8

1384
41.6

89
7.1
15
1.2
33
2.6
21
1.7
280
22.3

1
0.0

1
0.0

84
2.0
0
0.0
0

176
5.3
0
0.0
0
0.0
111

112
3.4
15
0.5
51
1.5

IV

34
1.6

0.0

0.2
437
20.8
203
9.6
102
4.8
0
0.0

29
1.3
2
0.1
786
35.6
459
20.8
4
0.2
0
0.0

3.4

10
0.8
26
2.1
2
0.2
79
6.3

15
0.7
24
1.2
18
0.9
72
3.4

35
1.6
17
0.8
73
3.4
62
2.8

60
2.6
12
0.5
68
2.9
14
0.6

90
4.1
13
0.7
129
5.8
0
0.0

84 1
38.6

816
35.4

693
31.4

2311
100.0

2205
100.0

0
0.0

~~

1

4

Glycogen

cL3

76

0.0

Rib0 somes

P3

93
2.2

P3

1451
34.5

1473
44.3

699
55.7

1197
56.8

Y3

4209
100.0

3323
100.0

1255
100.0

2106
100.0

%
%

Totals

%

'

VII

32
1.4
2
0.1
802
34.7
491
21.2
14
0.6
0
0.0

P3

Ground
cytoplasm

VI

30
1.4
5
0.2
678
31.1
406
18.6
32
1.5
0
0.0

Lysosomes

%

V

2179

100.0

The absolute volume of each class of organelles is expressed in cubic microns, and the relative volume
i s the absolute volume of each class of organelles expressed as the percentage of the total cytoplasmic
volume occupied by all classes of organelles
Roman numerals designate each stage of caudal myogenesis and the appropriate embryo or larva:
I, Neurulating embryo; 11, Caudate embryo; 111, Comma embryo; IV, Vesiculate embryo; V , Papillate
embryo; VI, Prehatching tadpole; VII, Swimming tadpole.
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information. The percentage of the cyto- quantify the content of organelles in cells
plasmic volume occupied by each class of studied with the electron microscope (Luff
organelles has also been calculated (table and Atwood, '71 ; Peachey, '65).
4) and is plotted as a function of the stage
Differentiation of the contractile
of caudal myogenesis (embryonic age) in
apparatus
figure 9. Several correlations can be made
Thick (presumably myosin) and thin (prefrom these data. A striking change occurs
in the relative amount of yolk in cells dur- sumably actin) myofilaments appear simuling the first half of differentiation. Since taneously in the peripheral sarcoplasm of
the degradation of yolk may be responsible cells of the comma embryo (111) (fig. 15).
for the production of glycogen, the declin- Individual myofilaments are interspersed
ing content of yolk correlates with the rising among the polysomes in the peripheral s a r content of glycogen. In addition, the con- coplasm, and a few are occasionally obtent of putative primary lysosomes is max- served deep in the endoplasm. Networks of
imal during the most active periods of loosely aligned myofilaments lie parallel to
degradation of yolk and then declines grad- the sarcolemma but are randomly oriented
with respect to the principal axes of the
ually as the yolk reserves are expended.
The ratio of nuclear volume to cytoplas- cell. The alignment of myofilaments within
mic volume is greatest in the caudal muscle the networks is achieved by the formation
cells of the comma embryo (111), and the of bridges between the thick and thin myosame relationship holds for the nucleolar filaments (fig. 16) and by the formation of
component. The rise in prominence of the bridges between the naked central shafts
nucleolar component is paralleled by the of the thick myofilaments (fig. 17). The
rising content of ribosomes. (In the comma myofilaments are hexagonally packed, and
embryo (111), ribosomes are required for the the pattern resembles the one observed in
synthesis of myofilaments; as the assembly the fully differentiated sarcomeres of the
of myofibrils proceeds, the need for ribo- swimming tadpole (VII) (Cavey and Cloney,
somes and the nucleoli to produce them '72). Both types of myofilament are present
lessens.) From calculations of the mean in the networks, but a full complement of
cellular volume during differentiation (fig. thin myofilaments (six thin myofilaments
l ) , it appears that the cellular volume is surrounding each thick myofilament) was
never observed (fig. 16). It is inferred that
essentially the same for cells in stages IVVII of caudal myogenesis, and the constant the thick myofilaments initially associate
cytoplasmic volume is also reflected in an by H-bridges interconnecting their central
unchanging nuclear volume: the nuclear shafts and that the thick and thin myofilaments secondarily associate by actomyosin
to cytoplasmic ratio is constant.
The amount of endoplasmic and sarco- bridges.
The thinomyofilaments have a diameter
plasmic reticula exhibits a bimodal distribution. One maximum occurs early in dif- of 50-55 A, and the thick myofilaments
ferentiation in the caudate embryo (11) and have a diameter of 110-130 A. Both types
reflects the production of rough-surfaced of myofilament are sometimes as long as
endoplasmic reticulum by evagination of the myofilaments in the fully differentithe nuclear envelope. A second maximum is ated sarcomeres of the swimming tadpole
gradually attained at the end of differenti- (VII), but shorter myofilaments are more
ation and represents the smooth-surfaced frequently observed. There can be no resarcoplasmic reticulum that invests the liable measurements of length because the
myofibrils and is probably responsible for myofilaments often diverge from the plane
coupling the events of excitation of the sar- of section. No sarcomeric banding pattern
colemma and contraction of the myofibrils. is evident in the networks of myofilaments,
The increase in the relative volume of even though the formation of H-bridges
myofilaments and mitochondria as cells at- should delimit an M-line.
tain progressively more differentiated states
The networks of myofilaments orient
is characteristic of fast-acting skeletal mus- roughly parallel to the long axis of the
cle cells in general. Very few attempts have muscle cell of the vesiculate embryo (IV)
been made, however, in other systems to and become restricted to the peripheral
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sarcoplasm (figs. 20, 21). Thick myofila- two stages of caudal myogenesis are charments in the core of a growing network acterized by either networks of myofilapossess a full complement of thin myofila- ments or by nascent myofibrils with incomments. The networks span the entire length pletely banded sarcomeres. In the vesiculate
of the cell and increase in diameter by embryo (IV), thin myofilaments from the
appositional growth. Precursory Z-lines terminal sarcomeres closely approach and
between successive networks of myofila- frequently contact the sarcolemma at the
ments appear to interact with the thin transverse cellular boundary, but the only
myofilaments to form the nascent Z-lines. specialized contacts between the sarcoThe A-bands still do not have distinct lemmata are close junctions (fig. 21).
In the papillate embryo (V), orthogonally
H-bands or M-lines, but the indistinctly
demarcated A-bands and I-bands are often and obliquely oriented myomuscular junctions occur. Individual myofibrils insert at
in register across sarcolemmata.
The muscle cells of the papillate embryo a myomuscular junction at the level of a
(V) contain a well differentiated row of cor- sarcomere corresponding to a Z-line (fig.
tical myofibrils. The thick and thin myofila- 25). Several myofibrils may insert at a sinments of the A-bands are more precisely gle myomuscular junction and, conversely,
ordered, and definite H-bands and M-lines a single myofibril may split and insert at
are present (fig. 24). The morphology of more than one junction. At the region of
the Z-lines continues to be nondiscoidal. juncture, the apposed sarcolemmata are
Amorphous material associated with the separated by ap extracellular space approxI-bands obscures the thin myofilaments imately 350 A wide. In the extracellular
and Z-filaments. The amorphous material junctional space, equidistant from the two
is concentrated over the thin myofilaments parallel sarcolemmata, a dense layer of
in two zones, one on either side of the Z- material is found (fig, 26). Extracellular
thin filaments, 60-70 A in diameter, peneline, in adjacent sarcomeres.
In muscle cells of the prehatching tad- trate the dense layer and traverse the space
pole (VI), the irregularities in the architec- at right angles to the sarcolemmata. The
ture of the Z-lines have disappeared, and terminal halves of the I-bands at the juncthe Z-lines become discoidal. I-bands are tion, as well as the other sarcomeric 1moderately distinct, and the amorphous bands, are obscured by amorphous matematerial dispersed among the thin myofila- rial dispersed among the thin myofilaments is concentrated over the Z-lines (fig. ments.
The myomuscular junctions of the pre31).
hatching tadpole (VI) are predominantly
Differentiation of t h e transverse
orthogonal to the primary axes of the
myomuscular junctions
myofibrils (fig. 32), but a few obliquely oriAt the terminal and subterminal, trans- ented junctions are often encountered (fig.
verse boundaries of the caudal muscle cells 33). In the terminal halves of the I-bands
of the swimming tadpole (VII), myofibrils at the region of juncture, amorphous mateinsert into specialized intercellular junc- rial collects into a band of Z-matrix which
tional complexes oriented orthogonally to is separated from the sarcolemma by an
the primary axes of the myofibrils and area of low electron density. The intracelsuperficially resembling the intercalated lular deposition of Z-matrix almost doubles
disks of vertebrate cardiac muscle. To de- the width of the terminal halves of the Inote their presence in somatic striated mus- bands and permits the resolution of the
cle and to distinguish them from other myomuscular junctions with the compound
junctional complexes between cells, they microscope. Thin myofilaments traverse
have been referred to as transverse myo- the area of low electron density and conmuscular (TMM) junctions (Cavey and tact the sarcolemma. The myofilaments
frequently appear to be aligned with the
Cloney, '72).
There is no evidence of the formation of extracellular filaments in the junctional
transverse myomuscular junctions between space (fig. ?4). The junctional space meamuscle cells of the comma embryo (111) or sures 550 A in width, comparable to the
the vesiculate embryo (IV), although these width of the space of the fully differenti-
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ated TMM junction between cells of the
swimming tadpole (VII), and no longer contains a central dense layer.
Differentiation of the sarcoplasmic
reticulum and peripheral
couplings
The sarcoplasmic reticulum establishes contact between the myofibrils and the
sarcolemma in the fully differentiated
caudal muscle cells of the swimming tadpole (VII). Peripheral couplings (terminology after Johnson and Sommer, '67) between the sarcolemma and subsarcolemma1 cisternae (terminology after Fawcett
and McNutt, '69) of SR occur on all cellular surfaces. The sarcoplasmic reticulum
investing each myofibril consits of longitudinal tubules which are confluent with
transverse collars encircling each I-band
and H-band (Cavey and Cloney, '72).
Rough-surfaced endoplasmic reticulum
derives from evaginations of the nuclear
envelope of myoblasts of the neurulating
embryo (I) and the caudate embryo (11).
Cisternae of ER contain the same flocculent material which exists between the
inner and outer membranes of the envelope (figs. 1 1 , 13). Reticular membranes
accumulate in a zone encompassing the
nucleus before pervading the entire cytoplasm.
Muscle cells of the comma embryo (111)
have nearly completed their mitotic divisions, and most of the 1500 cells in the two
caudal bands are present. Synthesis of
myofilaments and aggregation into networks are accompanied by changes in the
sarcoplasmic reticulum. Reticular membranes in the peripheral sarcoplasm become increasingly free of ribosomes (fig.
15), and the nuclear envelope buds reticular membranes without ribosomes. Roughsurfaced sarcoplasmic reticulum is confined
to the endoplasm, and smooth-surfaced SR
establishes the first peripheral couplings
with the sarcolemma. Subsarcolemmal cisternae closely approach the cellular membrane and are nearly parallel with it, but
the gap of the peripheral coupling is slightly irregular in width. Parts of the subsarcolemma1 cisterna that extend away from the
sarcolemma can bind ribosomes (fig. 18).
Smooth-surfaced SR proliferates about
the nascent myofibrils in the muscle cells
of the vesiculate embryo (IV). The sarco-

plasmic reticulum bears no patterned association with the roughly demarcated bands
of the sarcomere (fig. 20). The frequency
of peripheral couplings increases, and
paired peripheral couplings are common because the myofibrils lie in close register
across sarcolemmata (fig. 22). A central
dense plaque occurs in the gap of the peripheral coupling and is situated equidistant from the apposed sarcolemmal surfaces.
The sarcoplasmic reticulum becomes
organized in speclfic patterns around the
myofibrils in muscle cells of the papillate
embryo (V) (figs. 24, 27). A transverse collar of SR, centered on the Z-line, completely invests each I-band (fig. 28), and peripheral couplings join it with the sarcolemma.
The couplings are restricted to stretches of
the sarcolemma near the I-bands. A second
collar of SR, centered on the M-line, incompletely invests each H-band as a single
layer (fig. 29). Regions of the sarcolemma
near the H-bands rarely participate in the
formation of peripheral couplings. Two or
three longitudinal tubules of SR lie on the
surface of the A-band between the differentiating collars in the two sarcomeric positions.
In the prehatching tadpole (VI), the
morphology of the transverse collar of sarcoplasmic reticulum encircling the I-band
is unchanged (figs. 31, 38). The transverse
collar centered on the M-line and embracing the H-band, however, completely invests the myofibril as a single, perforated
sheet (fig. 38). The sheet is discontinuous
on the side of the myofibril most distant
from the sarcolemma, and the free ends of
the sheet frequently lift off the surface of
the myofibril at the raphe and must recurve, prior to extending toward the sarcolemma and establishing peripheral couplings with it. Peripheral couplings with
the sarcolemma proximal to the H-bands
are uncommon, also indicative of a temporal separation between the formation of
the reticular collars in the two sarcomeric
positions (fig. 39).
Sarcolemmata and the differentiation of
close junctions
The sarcolemmata are irregularly convoluted on all surfaces of the caudal muscle cells of the swimming tadpole (VII).
Gaps between the cells are uniform only at
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the transverse myomuscular junctions and
at the close junctions. Close junctions are
prevalent between laterally apposed cells
and are interposed between regions of the
sarcolemmata involved in the formation of
peripheral couplings (Cavey and Cloney,
'72).
Dividing myoblasts of the neurulating
embryo (I) and the caudate embryo (11)
establish small junctional complexes between plasmalemmata, but the morphology
of these junctions is unlike that of the
close junctions found between cells in later
stages of caudal myogenesis. Apposed plasmalemmata are separated by a wide extracelluloarspace that measures approximately
250 A in width. Dense material occupies
the extracellular space and is often situated
in two dense layers (fig. 35). Such junctional complexes are only observed between
myoblasts and never between definitive
muscle cells. Since myoblasts are active in
mitosis, the junctional complexes with wide
extracellular spaces could be quite transitory. Similar junctional complexes with relatively wide extracellular spaces are also
found between differentiating murine
skeletal muscle cells (Kelly and Zacks, '69).
Close junctions typical of those between
the differentiated caudal muscle cells of
the swimming tadpole (VII) become numerous as the cells attain more differentiated
conditions. Formation of close junctions is
not a synchronous event. Parallel sarcolemmata with a uniform extracellular space
signify an early stage in the formation of a
close junction. Shortly after or concurrently, fibrous material appears in the space
and a dense layer is deposited equidistant
from both of the apposed sarcolemmal surf a c p Extracellular thin filaments, 6070 A in diameter, penetrate the dense layer
and interconnect the two cellular membranes (fig. 37). (Almost identical events
may occur during the formation of a transverse myomuscular junction.) The extracellular space is gradually obliterated
until the separation of the outer leaflets of
the two sarcolemmata is reduced to 3 0 4 0
A. The image of the fully differentiated
close junction is usually septilaminar (fig.
36).
The characterization of the junctional
complexes between sarcolemmata in ascidian embryos and larvae is incomplete. In the
absence of studies using electron-opaque
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tracers and the techniques of freeze-cleaving, the selection of an appropriate nomenclature is problemmatical. The junctional
complexes are tentatively referred to as
close junctions (terminology after Trelstad
et al., '67), pending further examination.
DISCUSSION

The differentiation of larval ascidian caudal muscle is a nearly synchronous event
among cells along the entire length of the
tail, but the process of differentiation does
not involve the fusion of myoblasts, an
event characteristic of vertebrate somatic
striated muscle cells. Differentiation of the
contractile apparatus immediately follows
the cessation of mitosis. Cowden ('63) found
no mitotic figures in presumptive muscle
cells beyond the embryonic stage with a
caudal bud of Clavelina picta, and mitosis
ceases in slightly older embryos of Perophora orientalis (Terakado, '72) and Distaplia
occidentalis.
The number of myoblasts in the neurulating embryo (I) of Distaplia occidentalis
can be estimated from the mean cellular
length, the average number of rows of
cells in each presumptive muscle band,
and the length of the caudal rudiment.
Using a mean cellular length of 12.2 ,u, assuming the average number of rows of cells
is ten, and considering that the mean
length of the caudal rudiment is 0.25 mm,
there would be approximately 360 myoblasts in each presumptive muscle band.
Only one additional mitotic cycle would provide the requisite number of cells for each
hand.
From calculations of the mean cellular
volume during differentiation of the larval
ascidian caudal muscle, it is known that
the cells of the comma embryo (111) have
significantly decreased in volume when
compared with the myoblasts of either the
neurulating embryo (I) or the caudate embryo (11). The decline in mean cellular volume is probably a direct result of mitosis
before the synthesis of myofilaments, and
all 1500 muscle cells of the two bands
should be present. If the mean cellular
length is 9.1 p , the average number of rows
of cells is 11, and the mean length of the
embryonic tail is 0.65 mm, 1560 muscle
cells are estimated to be distributed equally
between the two bands. This estimation is
quite comparable to the number of caudal
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muscle cells, determined with serial thick
Epon sections, in the swimming tadpole
(VII) (Cavey and Cloney, '72).
The distribution of RNA and protein
during caudal myogenesis has been studied
in the simple ascidian Clavelina picta
(Cowden, '63) and in the compound ascidian Perophora orientalis (Terakado, '72).
RNA can be traced from the nucleus of the
myoblast into a perinuclear zone before pervading the entire cytoplasm. RNA accumulates in the peripheral cytoplasm and shortly declines. The peak incorporation of 3Huridine into RNA (or the intense cytochemical response to methyl green-pyronin)
always precedes the peak incorporation
of 'Tc-amino acids into protein (or the intense cytochemical response to alloxanSchiff's reagent or mercuric bromphenol
blue). These observations are consistent
with the distribution of ribosomes and
myofilaments during caudal myogenesis in
embryos and larvae of Distaplia occidentalis. Use of the PAT0 reaction and techniques of differential staining permits positive identification of glycogen granules
and ribosomes even though these particles
overlap in size and locality. Ribosomes become increasingly abundant up to and including cells of the comma embryo (111) in
which the synthesis of myofilaments begins. The level of ribsomes slowly declines
in cells of the vesiculate embryo (IV) and
the papillate embryo (V) while the myofibrils are growing in diameter. Ribosomes
diminish until, in cells of the swimming
tadpole (VII), only remnants remain (Cavey and Cloney, '72).

is also supported by examinations of murine skeletal muscle (Bergman, '62), avian
cardiac muscle (Lindner, '60), and anuran
cardiac muscle (Huang, '67). The interpretation by Hay ('61) that the thick myofilaments precede the thin myofilaments in
urodele skeletal muscle cells was later
modified in favor of the propostion that the
thick and thin myofilaments appear simultaneously (Hay, '63).
Hypotheses that suggest a temporal separation between the occurrence of the thick
and thin myofilaments require careful
evaluation. Failure to visualize nascent
myofilaments may be attributable to their
low electron densities after conventional
staining of thin sections with solutions of
uranium and lead. Additional enhancement
(electron density) of myofilaments with a
stain such as phosphotungstic acid may be
required to demonstrate the presence of
more than a single type of myofilament
(Fischman, '67). Further, immunological
assays for the first appearance of contractile proteins should be carefully examined,
since the sensitivity of the assays may
not be great enough to detect the initial
amounts (Ogawa, '62).
The sequence of events in the differentiation of the cross-striations in myofibrils
is equally confusing. In urodele skeletal
muscle (Hay, '63) and avian cardiac muscle (Hibbs, '56), A-bands and I-bands evidently form before the Z-lines; the converse
sequence has been inferred for avian cardiac muscle (Meyer and Queiroga, '59). In
canine cardiac muscle, Schulze ('62) states
that A-bands, I-bands, and Z-lines appear
simultaneously, followed by the H-bands
Myofilaments and myofibrils
and M-lines.
Three fundamental models for the assemControversy over the origin of myofibrils
has persisted for more than half a century. bly of myofibrils can be envisioned (FischOnly the classical theory that myofibrils man, '67):
originate from submicroscopic elements, or
MoleculaIjibrillen (Heidenhain, l899), has 1. Nucleation by Z-lines
In this model the Z-lines are constituted
remained tenable.
The order of appearance of myofilaments early in cellular differentiation. The lattice
in differentiating muscle cells is disputed. of the Z-line provides attachment sites for
In avian skeletal muscle, several studies the thin myofilaments (Knappeis and Carlindicate that the thin myofilaments appear sen, '62; Reedy, '64), and the thick myofilabefore the thick myofilaments (Allen and ments associate secondarily. The correct
Pepe, '65; Obinata et al., '66; Ogawa, '62), spacing between the thick and thin myowhile others argue that the thick and thin filaments is achieved by the formation of
myofilaments appear simultaneously (Fer- actomyosin bridges. The model is consistent
ris, '59; Fischman, '67). The simultaneous with observations on differentiating avian
appearance of both types of myofilament cardiac muscle (Wainrach and Sotelo, '61;
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Weissenfels, '62) in which so-called Z-centers with attached thin myofilaments are
encountered. It is also possible that Z-lines
provide the sites for the assembly of myofilaments in certain skeletal muscle fibers
(Hay, '63; Heuson-Stiennon, '65).
2. Primary association of thick
myofilaments
In this model the thick myofilaments are
initially joined by H-bridges between their
naked central shafts. Thin myofilaments,
either attached or unattached to Z-lines,
secondarily associate with the fascicles of
thick myofilaments and are correctly spaced
by the formation of actomyosin bridges.
There is no ultrastructural evidence of this
pattern of assembly in any vertebrate striated muscle fiber.

3. Primary association of thick and thin
myofilaments
In this model the thick and thin myofilaments are initially joined by actomyosin
bridges. Z-lines form secondarily by interlinking the free ends of the thin myofilaments (which may already possess the
protein of the Z-line). H-bridges are not
implicated in the alignment of the hexagonal arrays of interdigitating thick and
thin myofilaments. The model is consistent
with ultrastructural observations on avian
skeletal muscle (Fischman, '67). A large
excess of thin myofilaments in the differentiating fiber would insure that all available sites of attachment on the thick myofilaments are saturated. There are no
demonstrable H-bridges between the thick
myofilaments, nor are there any aggregates
consisting of only thick myofilaments. Putative material of the Z-lines always appears
attached to the ends of the thin myofilaments.
In embryos of the ascidian Perophora
orientalis, the appearance of thin myofilaments in the differentiating caudal muscle
cells evidently precedes the appearance of
thick myofilaments, but this interpretation
is complicated by the fact that the nascent
myofilaments exhibit cross-sectional diameters well below the diameters of the myofilaments in cells of the swimming tadpole.
As Terakado ('72) points out, the discrepancy in cross-sectional diameters could be
accounted for if the thick and thin myofilaments were derived from an heterogene-
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ous population of precursors (Hay, '65).
The possibility that the thick and thin
myofilaments appear simultaneously cannot
be conclusively dismissed. Since putative
Z-lines appear after small aggregates of
thick and thin myofilaments align into
myofibrils, the observations are consistent
with the third model for the assembly of
myofibrils. The myofilaments initially join
by actomyosin bridges, and the free ends
of the thin myofilaments within the aggregates secondarily participate in the architecture of the Z-lines to establish the nascent myofibril.
In the ascidian Distaplia occidentalis,
thick and thin myofilaments appear simultaneously in the peripheral sarcoplasm of
cells of the comma embryo (111), and the
two types of myofilament immediately associate into networks lying parallel to the
sarcolemma. Myofilaments are joined by
actomyosin bridges and by H-bridges. Hbridges were observed in several hundred
networks of myofilaments before the full
complement of thin myofilaments was present. It is inferred that the nucleus of a network is probably established through the
formation of H-bridges between thick myofilaments. The larval caudal musculature
of D. occidentalis is the only system that
presently conforms to such a pattern of aggregation of myofilaments. Irrespective of
which bridges form initially, the Z-lines
are not essential prerequisites for the assembly.
The first networks of myofilaments in
muscle cells of embryos of Distaplia occidentalis have no clear M-lines even though
the thick myofilaments are interconnected
by H-bridges. A n imprecise alignment of
the thin myofilaments near the center of a
network may obliterate the image of the
M-line when the network is viewed in longitudinal thin section.
Individual networks of myofilaments align
in series, parallel to the long axis of the
differentiating muscle cell, by the interposition of precursory Z-lines in the vesiculate embryo (IV). The characteristic zigzag pattern of the Z-line is infrequently
observed. Since nascent myofibrils span the
entire length of the cell, growth is strictly
appositional. The establishment of the
primitive field of myofilaments is accompanied by feeble, sporadic contractions of the
embryonic tail of living specimens in cul-
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ture. An increased degree of alignment of
myofilaments may result from the breakage
and reformation of actomyosin bridges in
the presence of tension exerted through
the roughly demarcated, interconnected
sarcomeres. The first contractions in cultured avian cardiac muscle also closely
coincide with the appearance of Z-lines between the bundles of myofilaments (Hibbs,
'56).
H-bands and M-lines in the center of the
A-bands progressively appear in the papillate embryo (V) and prehatching tadpole
(VI), which also display increasingly frequent contractions of the embryonic tail.
Intercalated disks and transverse
myomuscular junctions
Unlike vertebrate somatic striated muscle, larval ascidian caudal muscle cells
are joined by transverse myomuscular
junctions. These intercellular junctional
complexes superficially resemble the intercalated disks of vertebrate cardiac muscle
(Berrill and Sheldon, '64; Cavey and Cloney, '72; Jackson, '58; Pucci-Minafra, '65),
since both junctions are orthogonal to the
primary axes of the myofibrils and both are
interposed between the terminal sarcomeres
of adjacent myobrils at the level of the
Z-lines. The stepped arrangement of intercalated disks and transverse myomuscular
junctions are also similar. Although most
transverse cellular boundaries in cardiac
muscle are highly convoluted, the sarcolemmata of the caudal muscle cells of most
ascidian larvae are relatively straight and
produce a flattened transverse myomuscular junction (Cavey and Cloney, '72), resembling the simplified intercalated disks
of the ascidian myoepithelium (Oliphant
and Cloney, '72) and the atrial muscle of
the turtle (Fawcett and Selby, '58).
Like the intercalated disks in vertebrate
cardiac muscle (Muir, '57), the nascent
myomuscular junctions between the caudal
muscle cells of Distaplia occidentalis are
often oriented obliquely rather than orthogonally to the primary axes of the myofibrils. After birth, the intercalated disks of
vertebrates gradually reorient until they
are situated orthogonally, and convolutions
of the apposed sarcolemmata add to the
complexity of the junctions. I n the ascidian, the TMM junctions reorient during late
embryogenesis, but the apposed sarcolem-

mata at the region of juncture never convolute.
Ascidian myomuscular junctions initially appear between the cells of the papillate embryo (V) and are situated in oblique
and orthogonal orientations to the myofibrils. In the vesiculate embryo (IV), there
are no morphological characteristics of the
sarcolemmata or the extracellular space to
indicate where a myomuscular junction
will form. Unlike cultured murine cardiac
muscle cells (Cedergren and Harary, '64),
the apposed sarcolemmata at the TMM
junction do not appear different from unapposed membranes in the immediate vicinity. The nascent myomuscular junction
exhibits a constant extracellular space
with a dense layer of amorphous material
situated equidistant from the apposed sarcolemmal surfaces. Extracellular thin filaments, as in cultured murine cardiac muscle cells, interconnect the extracellular
leafiets of apposed sarcolemmata. The extracellular space of the ascidian myomuscular junction expands until, in the prehatching tadpole (VI), it approximates the
width of the space between the muscle
cells of the swimming tadpole (Cavey and
Cloney, '72). The extracellular dense layer
disappears, leaving only the oriented filaments (cf. McNutt, '70).
The proposal by Terakado ('72) that the
ascidian myomuscular junctions are responsible for the alignment of the myofibrils is not supported by any observations
on the caudal muscle cells of Distaplia occidentalis. The differentiation of the myomuscular junctions always follows the
establishment of the nascent field of myofilaments in the peripheral sarcoplasm.
Sarcoplasmic reticulum, transverse
tubules, and peripheral couplings
In the vast majority of skeletal and cardiac muscle fibers studied, there are two
separate systems of membranes: a system
of transverse tubules (T-tubules) and the
sarcoplasmic reticulum (Andersson-Cedergren, '59; Bennett and Porter, '53; Porter,
'61; Porter and Palade, '57). Each transverse tubule is an invagination of the sarcolemma. Markers such as ferritin (Huxley,
'64; Page, '64), albumin (Hill, '64), and
certain fluorescent dyes (Endo, '66) penetrate the lumen of the T-tubule and conclusively demonstrate that it is an extra-
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cellular compartment. Such experiments
are in accord with ultrastructural observations (Franzini-Armstrong and Porter,
'64; Walker and Schrodt, '65). The T-tubular system is oriented orthogonally to the
primary axes of the myofibrils in muscle
fibers of adult organisms, and the T-tubules
are interconnected by longitudinal tubules
(Revel, '62).
The sarcoplasmic reticulum is a network
of tubules investing the myofibrils. Two
cisternae of SR from adjacent sarcomeres
are commonly apposed to a single T-tubule,
forming a triad (Porter and Palade, '57).
The cisterna of SR and the T-tubule are
separ!ted by a gap that is approximately
100 A wide (Anderson-Cedergren, '59;
Revel, '62; Walker and Schrodt. '66), and
periodic dense structures traverse the gap
(Franzini-Armstrong, '64; Revel, '62) and
may physically join the two systems of
membranes (Walker and Schrodt, '66). A
physical connection between the SR and
the T-tubule could couple the events of
excitation of the cellular membrane and
contraction of the myofibrils, since disruption of the T-tubules inhibits contraction
but does not interfere with the depolarization of the cellular membrane (Gage and
Eisenberg, '67).
In fetal (Walker and Schrodt, '68) and
newborn (Schiaffino and Margreth, '69)
murine skeletal muscle, cisternae of the
SR form an irregular network about the
myofibrils that is continuous between sarcomeres but bears no patterned association
with the bands the sarcomere. Smoothsurfaced reticular membranes may originate as projections from rough-surfaced
endoplasmic reticulum when eventually
fuse into a network (Ezerman and Ishikawa, '67; Schiaffino and Margreth, '69).
The rough-surfaced endoplasmic reticulum, in turn, probably derives from evaginations of the nuclear envelope (Walker and
Edge, '71). T-tubles form as inpocketings
of the sarcolemma, and they proliferate by
branching and budding (Ezerman and Ishikawa, '67). The first T-tubules appear only
in the peripheral sarcoplasm and gradually
penetrate the endoplasm as differentiation
proceeds. Very few triads are observed in
fetal (Walker and Schrodt, '68) or newborn
(Schiaffino and Margreth, '69) murine
skeletal muscle, and those triads that do
occur are usually aligned in parallel with
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the myofibrils (instead of orthogonally to
them). The initial gap between a cisterna
of SRoand a T-tubule is on the order of 100200 A, and the periodic densities within it
form later (Ezerman and Ishikawa, '67). A s
differentiation proceeds, the triads proliferate and assume orientations orthogonal to
the primary axes of the myofibrils (Edge,
'70; Luff and Atwood, '71).
In certain cardiac muscle cells of mammals (Fawcett and McNutt, '69; Johnson
and Sommer, '67; McNutt and Fawcett,
'69; Sommer and Johnson, '68), in cardiac
muscle cells of birds (Jewett et al., '71, '73),
and in the cardiac muscle cells of amphibians (Gros and Schrevel, '70; Sommer and
Johnson, '68), a T-tubular system is absent.
Instead, cisternae of sarcoplasmic reticulum (subsarcolemmal cisternae) are found
in close apposition with a non-invaginated
sarcolemma. Such peripheral couplings
between the SR and sarcolemma are also
described in the ascidian myocardium (Oliphant and Cloney, '72) and in the larval
ascidian caudal muscle cells (Cavey and
Cloney, '72).
Morphologically,peripheral couplings resemble the diadic connections established
between the sarcoplasmic reticulum and
sarcolemma or nascent T-tubule in developing mammalian skeletal muscle cells
(Kelly, '69, '71; Schiaffino and Margreth,
'69). Subsarcolemmal cisternae of peripheral couplings in larval ascidian caudal
muscle cells (Cavey and Cloney, '72) exhibit the intracisternal coextensive densities common to apposed cisternae of SR in
vertebrate skeletal and cardiac muscles
(Edge, '70; Walker and Schrodt, '65). Presumably, the proximity of myofibrils to the
sarcolemma facilitates a direct contact
with the sarcoplasmic reticulum over relatively short distances (a few microns) so
that T-tubules become unnecessary.
With the exception of the present study,
there are no data on the formation of peripheral couplings in a muscle fiber without a T-tubular system as well. In the ascidians Ciona intestinalis (Pucci-Minafra,
'65) and Perophora orientalis (Terakado,
'72), vesicular structures are observed between the myofibrils of the caudal muscle
cells. Such vesicles may be the remnants
of the sarcoplasmic reticulum following
fixation of the tissue by osmium alone. In
the swimming tadpole (VII) of Distaplia
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occidentalis, fixation of the muscle, cells
with glutaraldehyde and osmium reveals an
elaborate system of SR in the field of myofilaments and numerous peripheral couplings on all surfaces of the sarcolemma.
It is conclusively demonstrated that fixation by osmium alone destroys the organization of the sarcoplasmic reticulum
(Cavey and Cloney, '72).
The accumulated evidence from differentiating caudal muscle cells of Distaplia
occidentalis indicates that the "interdigitating" model of the transverse collar of
SR encircling the H-band is correct (Cavey
and Cloney, '72). The collar begins to form
in cells of the papillate embryo (V), when
the transverse collar of SR overlying the
I-band is already fully formed. In the prehatching tadpole (VI), the H-band is invested by a single perforated sheet of SR that
is discontinuous at the side of the myofibril
most distant from the sarcolemma. The
free ends of the sheet are visualized at the
raphe, and the absence of peripheral couplings near the H-band is suggestive that
the sheet elevates from the surface of the
myofibril, recurves (thus forming the characteristic double layer), and extends peripherally to participate in peripheral couplings. Extensive interdigitations at the
raphe near the zone of recurvation and between the two intimately apposed layers
would produce the complex architecture
of the collar observed in functional muscle
cells of the swimming tadpole (VII).
The initial source of reticular membranes
in ascidian caudal muscle cells is probably
the nuclear envelope. Evaginations produce
ribosome-studded reticular membranes in
the myoblasts of the neurulating embryo
(I) and the caudate embryo (11). Rough-surfaced ER is similarly constituted in murine
skeletal muscle cells (Walker and Edge,
'71). In the feline myocardium, evaginations of the nuclear envelope may contribute membranes to the active Golgi body
(Fawcett and McNutt, '69). Through the
gradual loss of bound ribsomes, roughsurfaced SR becomes smooth-surfaced SR
within the caudal muscle cells of the ascidian. In differentiating (Ezerman and Ishikawa, '67; Luff and Atwood, '71; Walker
and Edge, '71) and denervated (Margreth
et al., '66; Muscatello et al., '65) skeletal
muscle cells, it is frequently noted that
rough-surfaced SR transforms into smooth-

surfaced SR or that the decline in roughsurfaced SR is paralleled by an increase in
smooth-surfaced SR (Dessouky and Hibbs,
'65). The homology between rough- and
smooth-surfaced reticular membranes is
also evident in tissues other than muscle
(Dallner et al.,'66; Jones and Fawcett, '66).
The elaborate configuration of the sarcoplasmic reticulum about the myofibrils
in ascidian caudal muscle cells is established much later than the field of myofilaments. The SR bears no relationship to the
nascent myofibrils in cells of the vesiculate
embryo (IV), although the membranes of
the sarcoplasmic reticulum are proliferating. This is not characteristic of certain
vertebrate skeletal muscle cells. Dessouky
and Hibbs ('65) note that smooth-surfaced
vesicles envelop the myofibrils of avian skeletal muscle cells quite early during differentiation, and Walker and Edge ('71) have
shown that the SR in murine skeletal muscle cells forms even before the Z-lines, passibly indicating that the SR assists in the
formation of them since filamentous strands
seemingly connect the cisternae of SR and
the differentiating Z-lines.
The gaps between the sarcoplasmic reticulum and the sarcolemma (or T-tubule)
are variously structured. Periodic densities
in the gaps are described in a number of
studies on vertebrate skeletal (Peachey,
'65; Revel, '62) and cardiac (Gros and
Schrevel, '70; Jewett et al., '71) muscles.
It is postulated that the periodic densities
are areas of focal tight junctions between
the cellular membrane and the sarcoplasmic reticulum (Franzini-Armstrong, '70;
Kelly, '67; Kelly and Cahill, '69). Periodic
densities are not observed in the gaps of
the peripheral couplings in the feline myocardium (Fawcett and McNutt, '69), in the
ascidian myoepithelium (Oliphant and
Cloney, %), or in the caudal muscle cells
of the ascidian larva (Cavey and Cloney,
'72). Instead, a dense plaque, with or without a periodicity, is situated equidistant
from both apposed membranes.
In the comma embryo (111) of the ascidian, the appearance of peripheral couplings
coincides with the appearance of the first
myofilaments. In the initial apposition of
the two membranes of a coupling, the central plaque in the junctional gap and the
coextensive densities in the subsarcolemma1 cisterna are absent. Membranous co-
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extensive densities in the apposed cisterna nucleolar activity, concentration of riboof SR appear only after apposition with the somes, and synthesis of protein in differensarcolemma or T-tubule in differentiating tiating larval ascidian caudal muscle cells
murine skeletal muscle (Edge, '70) and of Perophora orientalis, both cytochemionly in the functional caudal muscle cells cally and ultrastructurally. Comparable
of the ascidian swimming tadpole (VII) correlations, made from calculations of the
relative cellular volume occupied by the
(Cavey and Cloney, '72).
It has been suggested that the formation major classes of organelles, apply to emof peripheral couplings is an intermediate bryos and larvae of Distaplia occidentalis.
stage in the formation of the transverse
Annulate lamellae commonly occur in
tubular system. The first associations be- the nuclei of myoblasts of the neurulating
tween the SR and the sarcolemma in mur- embryo (I) and the caudate embryo (11). The
ine skeletal muscle cells are couplings at significance is unknown, however abunthe cellular periphery (Schiaffino and Mar- dant intranuclear systems of membranes
greth, '69). It is plausible that the peripher- have been described in developing ascidial couplings become interiorized by caveola- an oocytes and probably originate from detion of the sarcolemma and thus constitute tached evaginations of the nuclear envela T-tubular system (Kelly, '71).
ope (Kessel, '65).
A few ultrastructural studies on verteLarge stores of glycogen in the functional
brate skeletal muscle include estimates of muscle cells of the swimming tadpole (VII)
the relative cellular volume occupied by are a potential energy source for the concisternae of the sarcoplasmic reticulum. tractions of the myofibrils. Glycogen preThe SR occupies approximately four to five sumably originates through the degradaper cent of the volume of the sartorious tion of the proteid-yolk granules in the
muscle fiber of the frog (Peachey, '65) and presumptive and definitive caudal muscle
five and one-half per cent of the volume of cells. It is postulated that the fusion of a
the soleus muscle fiber of the mouse (Luff putative primary lysosomal granule and a
and Atwood, '71). In the swimming tadpole proteid-yolk granule is the initial stage in
(VII) of Distaplia occidentalis, the present the conversion of yolk to glycogen. Glycostudy has determined that slightly more gen granules appear to radiate from the
than four per cent of the volume of the cau- peripheries of the degrading yolk granules.
dal muscle cell is constituted of sarcoplas- Activity of the Golgi apparatus immediately
mic reticulum.
precedes the period of intensive degradaThe caudal muscle cells of the swimming tion of yolk, suggesting that the Golgi aptadpoles of most simple and compound as- paratus may be packaging some of the
cidians contain a single row of cortical enzymes for glycogenesis (in the PPL
myofibrils. Peripheral couplings meet the granules). If glycogenesis truly relies on
requirement for a specific association be- the fusion of primary lysosomes and yolk
tween the sarcoplasmic reticulum and the granules, tests for hydrolytic enzymes
sarcolemma. In the didemnid aplouso- should determine if the logical temporal
branch ascidian Diplosoma macdonaldi, characteristics are followed. It would be
however, the myofibrils are situated near expected that the hydrolytic enzymes are
the endoplasm of the muscle cell. It would (1) packaged by the Golgi apparatus, (2)
be predicted that a system of transverse contained by the putative primary lysosotubules is required for excitation-contrac- ma1 granules, and ( 3 ) combined with the
tion coupling. The lack of peripheral cou- large storage granules of yolk. Correlations
plings is substantiated ultrastructurally, presented in this report, exist between the
but other obvious dissimilarities to verte- decline in proteid-yolk and the rise in the
brate somatic striated muscle exist (M. J. cellular content of glycogen granules, beCavey and R. A. Cloney, unpublished ob- tween the onset of degradation of proteidservations).
yolk and the content of putative primary
lysosomes, and between the activity of the
Other cellular organelles
Golgi apparatus and the content of putaTerakado ('72) has documented the tive primary lysosomes. Since the proteidchange in the nuclear and nucleolar mor- yolk granules and the PPL granules are
phologies and the correlations between often morphologically indistinguishable
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except in terms of size, the working hypoth- (Huang, '67). Close junctions with relativeesis of Bluemink ('69) that functional lyso- ly wide extracellular spaces also join differsomes in cells of the pulmonate snail Lim- entiating murine skeletal muscle cells
naea stagnalis are similar to yolk granules (Kelly and Zacks, '69).
In the ascidian, close junctions form bemust be carefully considered. The findings on this aspect of caudal myogenesis in tween sarcolemmata in a manner similar
embryos and larvae of Distaplia occiden- to the mode of formation of the transverse
talis will be examined in the third and myomuscular junctions, the only other specialized contacts between the caudal musfinal report on this specie.
In definitive caudal muscle cells which cle cells. Apposed sarcolemmata become
have lost most of their yolk reserves, the parallel to each other, and fibrous material
level of PPL granules remains relatively appears in the intervening extracellular
high, possibly indicating that they partici- space. A dense matrix, equidistant from
pate in processes other than glycogenesis either sarcolemma, is laid down and extraand/or the destruction of old or defective cellular filaments interconnect the two
organelles. Upon resorption of the axial outer leaflets of the membranes across the
complex at metamorphosis, the caudal junctional space. Unlike the process resultmuscle cells are pushed into the posterior ing in formation of a transverse myomuscavity in the trunk of the larva (Cloney, cular junction, the extracellular junction'66) and phagocytized (R. A. Cloney, un- al space is almost completely eliminated
published observations). Mobilization of the in the formation of a close junction.
stored glycogen in the caudal muscle cells
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Sarcolemmata and close junctions
Between dividing myoblasts of the neurulating embryo (I) and the caudate embryo
(II), junctional Somplexes with exceptionally wide (250 A) extracellular spaces are
formed. The close junctions between caudal muscle cells of the swimming tadpole
(VII) have oan extracellular gap that is
only 3 0 - 4 0 A wide (Cavey and Cloney, '72).
Junctional complexes with the wide extracellular spaces may be nascent close junctions in the process of differentiation, or
they may be labile cellular contacts which
provide a temporary attachment. The primordial cells of the anuran heart similarly
produce filopodia that are joined by a small
number of tight (probably close) junctions
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Abbreviations for Plates

A, sarcomeric A-band
AnL, annulate lamella
bb, branchial basket
BL, basal lamina
c, cavity of larval trunk
cb, caudalbud
CJ, close junction
cr, caudal rudiment
EL, external lamina
Ep, epidermis
es, excurrent siphon
Gly, glycogen granuleslrosettes
Go, Golgi apparatus
H, sarcomeric H-band
HSR, sarcoplasmic reticulum centered on M-line
and encircling H-band
I, sarcomeric I-band
Id, cellular interdigitation
is, incurrent siphon
ISR, sarcoplasmic reticulum centered on Z-line
and encircling I-band
JC, junctional complex between plasmalemmata
LDA, area of low electron density of transverse
myomuscular junction

Ly, putative primary lysosomal granule
mb, muscle band
Mf, myofibril or field of myofilaments
Mfl, myofilament or network of myofilaments
MlB, multilamellar body
Mt, mitochondrion
ng, neural groove
N1, nucleolus
no, notochord
np, pore in nuclear envelope
Nu, nucleus
p. adhesive papilla
PC, peripheral coupling
P1, plasmalemma of presumptive muscle cell
r, ribosome or polysome
RER, rough-surfaced endoplasmic reticulum
RSR, rough-surfaced sarcoplasmic reticulum
S1, sarcolemma of definitive muscle cell
SR, smooth-surfaced sarcoplasmic reticulum
SSC, subsarcolemmal cisterna
sv, sensory vesicle
Yo, proteid-yolk granule
Z , sarcomeric Z-line
Zm, Z-matrix
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1

Change in mean volume of caudal muscle cells of Distaplia occidentalis
during embryogenesis. Roman numerals designate the seven stages of
cellular differentiation used in this study and the appropriate embryo or
larva beneath the abscissa (I, neurulating embryo; 11, caudate embryo;
111, comma embryo; IV, vesiculate embryo; V, papillate embryo; VI,
prehatching tadpole; VII, swimming tadpole). The spacings between the
designated stages of caudal myogenesis are proportional to time (table l ) ,
and the depicted embryos and larvae are drawn to the same scale. Cellular shape and orientation relative to the epidermal and notochordal
boundaries (planes above and below insets) of the presumptive or definitive muscle band are shown above the plotted data points. Insets depicting the differentiating cells are drawn to the same scale, and these diagrams are reproduced with additional detail in figures 2-7.

2

Schematic diagram of cells in the presumptive muscle bands of the caudal
rudiment of the neurulating embryo (stage I of caudal myogenesis). The
depicted cells are comparable to cells situated in all parts of a presumptive muscle band (table 2). The orientation of the cells in relation to the
epidermis and the notochord is indicated in figure 1. The shape of the
cells and the distribution of organelles in this drawing and in figures 3-7
are typical, but certain ultrastructural features are simplified for clarity.
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3

Schematic diagram of cells in the presumptive muscle bands of the caudate embryo (stage I1 of caudal myogenesis). The illustrated cells are
typical of those found in all parts of a presumptive muscle band (table 2).
The long axis of the cell is perpendicular to the long axis of the muscle
band (fig. I ) .

4

Schematic diagram of cells in the muscle bands of the comma embryo
(stage I11 of caudal myogenesis). The shape of each cell i s dependent on
its position within the muscle band (table 2 ) ; the depicted cells are representative of those situated in the dorsal and ventral parts of the band.
The long axis of the cell is perpendicular to the long axis of the muscle
band (fig. 1).
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5

Schematic diagram of cells in the muscle bands of the vesiculate embryo
(stage IV of caudal myogenesis). The illustrated cells are typical of those
located in either the dorsal or the ventral part of the muscle band (table
2). The long axis of the cell is now parallel to the long axis of the muscle
hand (fig. I ) .

6

Schematic diagram of cells in the muscle bands of the papillate embryo
(stage V of caudal myogenesis). The depicted cells are representative of
those situated in the dorsal and ventral parts of the muscle band (table
2). The long axis of the cell is parallel to the long axis of the muscle band
(fig. 1). (The sarcoplasmic reticulum has been omitted from the drawing.)
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7

Schematic diagram of cells in the muscle bands of the prehatching tadpole (stage V I of caudal myogenesis). The illustrated cells would be
found in either t h e dorsal or the ventral part of the muscle band (table
2 ) . The long axis of the cell is parallel to the long axis of the muscle band
(fig. 1). (The sarcoplasmic reticulum h a s been omitted from the drawing.)

8

Absolute cytoplasmic volume occupied by the classes of organelles in differentiating caudal muscle cells. Roman numerals designate the seven
stages of caudal myogenesis used in this study (consult fig. 1).The collated d a t a contained in table 4 a r e displayed as functions of the stage of
differentiation. The d a t a are plotted on the vertical lines, and points between successive vertical lines are extrapolations. The spacings between
the vertical lines (stages of caudal myogenesis) are proportional to time
(table 1).

9

Relative cytoplasmic volume occupied by the classes of organelles in differentiating caudal muscle cells. Roman numerals designate the seven
stages of caudal myogenesis used in this study (consult fig. 1). The collated d a t a contained i n table 4 a r e displayed as functions of the stage of
differentiation. The d a t a are plotted on the vertical lines, and points
between successive vertical lines are extrapolations. The spacings between the vertical lines (stages of caudal myogenesis) are proportional to
time (table 1).
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10

Photomicrograph (dorso-lateral view) of the neurulating embryo (I).
Myoblasts are segregated into two bands beneath the epidermis in the
caudal rudiment. Consult the text for a description of other anatomical
features. Living specimen, X 50. Calibration bar = 0.1 mm.

11

Longitudinal thin section through the nuclear regions of two adjacent
myoblasts of the neurulating embryo (I). The single, ovoid nucleus within each cell contains large nucleoli and segments of annulate lamellae.
The rough-surfaced endoplasmic reticulum derives from evaginations
of the nuclear envelope (arrow) and accumulates in a perinuclear zone.
Proteid-yolk granules occupy most of the cytoplasmic volume and displace the nucleus to the peripheral cytoplasm, a short distance from
the plasmalemma. Mitochondria with simple cristae are prevalent in
the region of the nucleus. The ground cytoplasm contains darkly staining ribosomes and discrete glycogen granules of low electron density.
Cacodylate-buffered glutaraldehydelbicarbonate-buffered osmium fixation, x 22,800.

12

Photomicrograph (lateral view) of the caudate embryo (11). Myoblasts
in the caudal bud are actively dividing, and the length of the two presumptive muscle bands is less than one-third the circumference of the
trunk. Consult the text for a description of other anatomical features.
Living specimen, X 50. Calibration bar = 0.1 mm.

13

Longitudinal thin section through the nuclear regions of two adjacent
myoblasts of the caudate embryo (11). Most of the cellular volume is occupied by proteid-yolk granules which displace the ovoid nucleus peripherally until it is proximal to the plasmalemma. Evaginations of the
nuclear envelope (arrow) produce rough-surfaced endoplasmic reticulum. Small mitochondria and multiple Golgi bodies reside near the nucleus. Electron dense ribosomes and electron lucent glycogen granules
cohabit the ground cytoplasm. Cacodylate-buffered glutaraldehydel
bicarbonate-buffered osmium fixation, X 22,800.
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14

Photomicrograph (lateral view) o f t h e comma embryo (111). The length
of the elongating tail measures one-third to one-half the circumference
of the trunk. The caudal tissues lie in a shallow, ventral groove of the
trunk. Consult the text for a description of other anatomical features.
Living specimen, X 50. Calibration bar = 0.1 mm.

15

Longitudinal thin section through the sarcoplasm subadjacent to the
nuclei of caudal muscle cells of the comma embryo (111). Note the variation in sarcoplasmic density, resulting from the relative concentrations
of ribosomes and glycogen granules, between adjacent cells. Roughsurfaced sarcoplasmic reticulum and smooth-surfaced sarcoplasmic
reticulum are visible in the cells. Individual myofilaments and networks
of myofilaments (arrow) are usually restricted to the peripheral sarcoplasm but occasionally occur deep in the endoplasm. Mitochondria a r e
small i n diameter and have simple cristae. The envelope of the nucleus
is perforated, and polysomes are associated with the pores. Junctional
complexes between sarcolemmata are scarce. Intracellularly, short segments of smooth-surfaced SR closely approach the sarcolemma. Cacodylate-buffered glutaraldehydeibicarbonate-buffered osmium fixation,
X 29,100.

16

Transverse thin section through the overlapping thick and thin myofilaments in a network in a caudal muscle cell of t h e comma embryo (111).
Bridges (arrows) between the thick and thin myofilaments are indicated,
and the thick myofilaments are observed to have a n incomplete complement of thin myofilaments. Bicarbonate-buffered osmium fixation,
X 127,700.

17

Transverse thin section through the thick myofilaments in a network in
a caudal muscle cell of the comma embryo (111). H-bridges (arrows)
interconnect the naked central shafts of the thick myofilaments. Bicarbonate-buffered osmium fixation, X 127,700.

18

Transverse thin section of a differentiating peripheral coupling in a caudal muscle cell of the comma embryo (111). The subsarcolemmal cisterna
of SR and the sarcolemma a r e in close apposition. Segments of the subsarcolemmal cisterna distant from the cellular membrane continue to
bind ribosomes. Cacodylate-buffered glutaraldehydelbicarbonate-buffered osmium fixation, X 48,900.
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19

Photomicrograph (lateral view) of the vesiculate embryo (IV). The two
caudal muscle bands, flanking the notochord, measure about two-thirds
of their final length and are undergoing a 90" rotation along with the
other caudal tissues. Consult the text for a description of other anatomical features. Living specimen, X 40. Calibration bar = 0.1 mm.

20

Longitudinal thin section of the caudal muscle cells of the vesiculate
embryo (IV). The envelope of the elongate nucleus is perforated, and
polysomes are associated with the pores. Myofilaments (large arrow)
are apposed to the peripheries of the nascent myofibrils. The abundant
rough-surfaced sarcoplasmic reticulum is continuous (small arrow) with
the smooth-surfaced sarcoplasmic reticulum which forms peripheral
couplings with the sarcolemma. Ribosomes, associated with the nuclear
envelope and bound to the reticular membranes, also reside in the sarcoplasm and are interspersed with glycogen granules. Close junctions between sarcolemmata are increasing in frequency. Cacodylate-buffered
glutaraldehyde/bicarbonate-buffered osmium fixation, X 27,900.

21

Longitudinal thin section of the transverse boundaries of the caudal
muscle cells of the vesiculate embryo (IV). Each muscle cell has a cortical row of nascent myofibrils, but the sarcolemmata do not form transverse myomuscular junctions and are only engaged in the formation of
close junctions. Thin myofilaments from the terminal sarcomeres closely
approach and even contact the sarcolemma at the transverse cellular
boundary. Cacodylate-buffered glutaraldehydeibicarbonate-buffered osmium fixation, X 28,500.

22

Longitudinal thin section of the lateral boundaries of the caudal muscle
cells of the vesiculate embryo (IV). Apposed sarcolemmata participate
in the formation of close junctions and peripheral couplings with cisternae of the sarcoplasmic reticulum in the field of myofilaments. The gap
of the peripheral coupling i s occupied by a dense plaque (arrow) lying
equidistant from the two apposed membranes. Cacodylate-buffered glutaraldehyddbicarbonate-buffered osmium fixation, X 47,400.
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23

Photomicrograph (latcral view) of the papillate embryo (V). The two
caudal muscle bands are nearly full Icngth. Consult the text for a description of other anatomical features. Living specimen, X 35. Calibration bar = 0.1 mm.

24

Longitudinal thin section of the caudal muscle cells of the papillate
embryo ( V ) . T h e epidermis with associated basal lamina is visible at the
top of the micrograph. The muscle band is surrounded by a thin external lamina. Portions of two muscle cells are shown, however the boundary between them (arrows) is not distinct because the section grazes
the sarcolemmata. Z-lines, I-bands, and A-bands are evident in the
peripherally located myofibrils. T h e sarcoplasmic reticulum investing
the myofibrils is smooth-surfaced, and segments of rough-surfaced SR
frequently occur in the endoplasm. A central nucleus, numerous mitochondria, small proteid-yolk granules, and putative primary lysosomal
granules also reside in the endoplasm. Cacodylate-buffered glutaraldehydcibicarbonate-buffered osmium fixation, X 29,600.

25

Longitudinal thin section of a differentiating myomuscular junction
between the caudal muscle cells of the papillate embryo (V). Myofibrils
insert a t the myomuscular junction at a sarcomeric level corresponding
to a Z-line. Thin myofilaments of the terminal halves of the I-bands are
obscured by amorphous material, or 2-matrix. A dense layer of material
is situated equidistant from the two apposed sarcolemmata in the extracellular space of the junction. Cacodylate-buffered glutaraldehydei
bicarbon ate-buffered osmium fixation, X 43,900.

26

Longitudinal thin section of the extracellular space of a differentiating
myomuscular junction between the caudal muscle cells of the papillate
embryo (V). The apposed sarcolemmata arc separated by a n extracellular space approximately 350 I% wide. E x t r a c d u l a r thin filaments (arrows) traverse the junctional space a t right angles to the sarcolemmata,
penetrating the central dense layer. Cacodylate-buffered glu taraldehydei
bicarbonate-buffered osmium fixation, X 60,600.
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27

Transverse thin section of the caudal muscle cells of the papillate embryo (V). The cortical row of myofibrils in each sectioned cell is cut
through various sarconieric levels. The endoplasm contains very short
segments of rough-surfaced sarcoplasmic reticulum, and the smoothsurfaced SR invests the myofibrils and establishes peripheral couplings
with t h e sarcolemma. Close junctions between the sarcolemmata
are prevalent. Cacodylate-buffered glutaraldehydeibicarbonate-buffered
osmium fixation, X 23,900.

28

Transverse thin section through the I-bands of myofibrils in the caudal
muscle cells of the papillate embryo (V). Myofibrils a r e cut through the
Z-lines, I-bands, and A-bands. The transverse collar of sarcoplasmic
reticulum centered o n the Z-line forms peripheral couplings with the
sarcolemma and invests the myofibril as a single, perforated sheet.
Cacodylate-buffered glutaraldehydeibicarbonate-buffered osmium fixation, X 33,100.

29

Transverse thin section through the H-bands of myofibrils in the caudal
muscle cells of the papillate embryo (V). Myofibrils are cut through the
I-bands, A-bands, and H-bands. A collar of sarcoplasmic reticulum embracing the H-band incompletely invests the myofibril a s a single layer.
Cacodylate-buffered glutaraldehydeibicarbonate-buffered osmium fixation, X 33,100.
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30

Photomicrograph (lateral view) of the prehatching tadpole (VI). The
two caudal muscle bands have nearly reached their full length and are
contracting sporadically. Consult the text for a description of other anatomical features. Living specimen, X 35. Calibration bar = 0.1 mm.

31

Longitudinal thin section of the caudal muscle cells of the prehatching
tadpole (VI). The cortical row of myofibrils is characterized by slightly
irregular I-bands and obscured Z-lines. A-bands have distinct H-bands
with central M-lines. Myofibrils are invested with sarcoplasmic reticulum, and cisternae of SR form peripheral couplings with the sarcolemma. Mitochondria with an elaborate serpentine pattern of cristae
underlie the myofibrils, and an elongate nucleus is centrally situated
within each cell. Only sinall proteid-yolk granules remain in the endoplasm, and numerous putative primary lysosomal granules are present.
Close junctions between apposed sarcolemmata are quite numerous.
Cacodylate-buffered glutaraldchyde/bicarbonate-buffered osmium fixation, X 22,800.

32

Longitudinal thin section of a transversely oriented myomuscular junction between the caudal muscle cells of the prehatching tadpole (VI).
Amorphous material associated with the thin myofilaments in the terminal halves of the I-bands accumulates into zones of Z-matrix, separated from the sarcolemma by an area of low electron density. Cacodylat e-buffered glu tarald ehyde/bicarbon ate-buffer ed osmium fixation,
X 43,900.

33

Longitudinal thin section of an obliquely oriented myomuscular junction between the caudal muscle cells of the prehatching tadpole (VI).
Most of the myomuscular junctions between cells are orthogonally
oriented with respect to the primary axes of the myofibrils, but a few
obliquely oriented junctions persist. Cacodylate-buffered glutaraldehydei
bicarbonate-buffered osmium fixation, X 43,900.

34

Longitudinal thin section of the extracellular space of a myomuscular
junction between the caudal muscle cells of the prehatching tadpole
(VI). The apposed sarcolemmata are separated by a n extracellular space
that is approximately 550 A wide. Extracellular thin filaments (arrows)
traverse the space at right angles to the sarcolemmata. An area of low
electron density is interposed between the sarcolemma and the Z-matrix.
Cacodylate-buffered glutaraldehyde/bicarbonate-buffered osmium fixation, X 60,600.

35

Longitudinal thin section of a junctional complex between the plasmalemmata of myoblasts of the caudate embryo (11). Apposed plasmalemmata are separated by an extracellular space that is approximately
250 8, wide. Electron dense material in the extracellular space occasionally accumulates into two layers. Cacodylate-buffered glutaraldehydel
bicarbonate-buffered osmium fixation, X 104,900.

36

Longitudinal thin section of a close junction between the sarcolemmata
of caudal muscle cells of the prehatching tadpole (VI). The extracellular
gap of the fully differentiated close junction is 30-40 8, wide. Cacodylate-buffered glutaraldehydeibicarbonate-buffered osmium fixation,
X 104,900.

37

Longitudinal thin section of a differentiating close junction between
the sarcolemmata of caudal muscle cells of the prehatching tadpole (VI).
The sarcolemmata assume a constant separation of 350 A, and the
extracellular thin filaments (arrows) penetrate a fibrous layer situated
equidistant from the two sarcolemmata. Cacodylate-buffered glutaraldehydeibicarbonate-buffered osmium fixation, X 104,900.
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38

Transversc thin section of the caudal muscle cells of the prehatching
tadpolc ( V I ) . Portions of three muscle cells are shown. The sarcolemmata participate in the formation of both close junctions and peripheral couplings with subsarcoleminal cisternae of the sarcoplasmic
reticulum. A collar of SR is centered on the sarcomeric Z-line and embraces the I-band. A second collar of SR, centered on t h e M-line and extending laterally to the boundaries with the A-bands, invests t h e H-band
as one complete layer. T h e sheet is discontinuous (arrows) at the side
of the mycifibril most distant from the cellular membrane, and the ends
of the sheet are frequently observed to elevate from the surface of the
myofibril. Multilamellar bodies in the sarcoplasm are probably indicative
of lysosomal activity. T h e ground sarcoplasm contains numerous mitochondria and is rich in glycogen granules. Cacodylate-buffered glutaraldehydeibicarbonate-buffered osmium fixation, X 31,900.

39

Longitudinal thin section of the lateral boundaries of caudal muscle cells
of the prehatching tadpole (VI). Sarcolemmata are intimately apposed
at close junctions. Regions of the sarcolemmata that will probably form
close junctions possess a fibrous material in the intervening extracellular space (large arrow). Peripheral couplings are interspersed between
the close junctions and are commonly localized near the sarcomeric
Z-lines. A dense plaque (small arrow) lies in the g a p of the peripheral
coupling, equidistant from the two apposed membranes. Cacodylate-buffered glutaraldehydelbicarbonate-buffered osmium fixation,
X 39,200.
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